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Summary

This paper contains a description of an original calculations method of electric field

intensity and magnetic field induction which were produced by bunches assembling rela-

tivistic proton beams. The spatial distribution of electric charge density inside the bunch

is described by the three-axial Gauss distribution. The method consists of component cal-

culations of the electric field intensity at the frame of reference moving with the bunch and

further, on the application of the Lorentz transformation to electromagnetic fields. As a

result, we obtained values of components of electric field intensity and magnetic field in-

duction at the rest frame of reference where could be located examined samples. Formula

worked out with the method were discussed and gathered at the tables. Formula were ap-

plied to calculations of proton bunches accelerated in the LHC. The collected results were

presented in the form of charts and discussed. Useful values of magnetic field induction and

electric field intensity were very close to already published at the paper in which one-axial

Gauss distribution was applied. The results contained in this paper confirmed possibility

of using such particle bunches as sources of strong magnetic field pulses, useful among the

others, in solid state physics, condensed phase physics and electronics as well.

Keywords and phrases: magnetic field, electric field, space distribution, Lorentz transforma-

tion, protons bunch, accelerator
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1. Introduction

The aim of the research described in this paper were calculations of electric field

intensity and magnetic field induction components values, produced by the rela-

tivistic particle beam the charge density of which inside the bunch is described by

the three-axial Gauss distribution [1–3]. Results of these calculations have essential

meaning for possible applications of such source of strong magnetic field pulses used

in solid state physics, condensed phase physics and electronics, as well. The paper

charge density distribution considered as part of this paper constitutes a more gen-

eral case of one in a formerly published paper [4]. This case is more proper for a real

application we meet in accelerators or accumulation rings [5–7]. Aim of this research

was a more thorough analysis of produced fields and evaluation of their practical

applications [8]. The method of calculations is similar to the formerly published pa-

per [4]. Initially, the electric field intensity was calculated at the frame of reference

moving with the bunch. Next, the Lorentz transformation was applied and values of

components of the electric field intensity and magnetic field induction were calculated

at the frame of reference connected with the sample.

2. Method of calculations

Let assume an orthogonal coordinate system 0xyz connected to the bunch as in

(Fig. 1). Let the origin of this coordinate system overlap at the middle of the bunch

and the 0x axis was parallel to velocity of the bunch v (Fig. 1). At any point

A (x1, y1, z1) occurring inside of the bunch, quantity of particles n(x1, y1, z1) was

expressed by the formula

n(x1, y1, z1) =
n1

σxσyσz
(√

2π
)3 exp

[
−
(
x21
2σ2

x

+
y21

2σ2
y

+
z21

2σ2
z

)]
, (1)

where n1 – the whole quantity of particles in the bunch, σxσyσz – standard deviations.

An element of the charge dq occurring inside any surrounding of point A could

be calculated by the formula

dq = n(x1, y1, z1)edx1dy1dz1. (2)

where e meant the charge of one particle (this was typically an elementary charge).

In order to calculate the value of an element of the electric field intensity dE,

produced at any point B (x2, y2, z2) by the charge element dq we used well-known

electrostatics formula [9]

dE =
1

4πε0

dq

r2
, (3)

where ε0 represents the electrical permittivity of free space.
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Fig. 1. Frame of reference connected to the bunch of particles and accepted for calculations;
0 – bunch middle, B – point chosen for field intensity calculations, dq – charge element,
r1, r2, r – position vectors respectively of: charge element and point B relatively to the
bunch middle and point B relatively to charge element, dEx, dEy, dEz, dE – components of
electric field intensity and the net element, ±xg,±yg,±zg – conventional bunch boundary,
v – bunch velocity.

The distance r between points A and B which was a part of formula (3) was

calculated by means of the Pythagorean theorem

r =
√

(x2 − x1)2 + (y2 − y1)2 + (z2 − z1)2. (4)

Components of the elements of the electric field intensity dEx, dEy, dEz, directed

into 0x, 0y, 0z axes were described by the formulae:

dEx = dE cosαx, (5)

dEy = dE cosαy, (6)

dEz = dE cosαz. (7)

Direction cosines, found in formulae (5–7) were calculated by the formulae:

cosαx =
x2 − x1

r
, (8)

cosαy =
y2 − y1

r
, (9)
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cosαz =
z2 − z1
r

. (10)

In order to calculate the components of electric field intensity Ex, Ey, Ez, in directions

of 0x, 0y, 0z axes, should be integrated as expressed in formulae expressed by within

the limits of the bunch volume, meaning the calculation of integrals (5–7):

Ex(x2, y2, z2) =

x1=+xg∫

x1=−xg

y1=+yg∫

y1=−yg

z1=+zg∫

z1=−zg

dEx, (11)
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dEy, (12)
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dEz. (13)

Formulae (5–7) were substituted suitably to (11–13) together with (8–10) and (3, 4,

2, 1). As the final result following formulae were received:
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dx1dy1dz1,

which allowed for the calculation of the components of electric field intensity Ex, Ey,

Ez at the frame of reference 0xyz connected to the bunch.
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In order to calculate the components values of electric field intensity E′x, E
′
y, E

′
z

and the components of magnetic field induction B′x, B
′
y, B

′
z at the frame of reference

0x′yz connected to the sample, Lorentz transformation was applied, expressed by

the following formulae [10]:

E′x = Ex E′y = γ (Ey − vBz) E′z = γ(Ez + vBy), (17)

B′x = Bx B′y = γ

(
By +

β

c
Ez

)
B′z = γ(Bz −

β

c
Ey), (18)

where

β =
v

c
and γ =

1√
1− β2

. (19)

After substitution of values received from the formulae (14–16) into formulae (18,

19) we could calculate all components of electric field intensity and magnetic field

induction at any point of volume of the examined sample. This procedure has been

used to obtain results shown in further considerations. It is important to note that

in accordance with the Lorentz transformation y, z, coordinates perpendicular to the

direction of the bunch movement did not change after passage to frame of reference

connected with the sample. Therefore this frame of reference has been marked as

0x′yz, instead of 0x′y′z′.

3. Results of the calculations

Before providing detailed results of the calculations, it could be worthwhile to men-

tion about some general features of electric and magnetic fields, which are produced

by the bunch of particles of the considered charge distribution. Because the charge

distribution at the bunch had neither a spherical nor a cylindrical symmetry, so all

the components of electric field intensity at the frame of reference connected to the

bunch expressed by the formulae (14–16), could be different from zero. Moreover,

charges at the bunch were motionless with regard to this frame of reference. There-

fore, all components of magnetic field induction were equal zero. After taking into

account these conditions from the Lorentz transformation, expressed by the formulae

(17, 18), the following formulae describing components of electric field intensity and

magnetic field induction were worked out for the frame of reference connected to the

sample. The formulae received in this way were shown as part of Tab. 1.

For the further analysis of the spatial distribution of electric and magnetic fields

characteristic planes, lines and points in vicinity of the bunch were chosen, which were

shown in Fig. 2. The considered bunch of particles with a three-dimensional Gauss

distribution did not have cylindrical symmetry as it was analyzed, as the former

paper with one-dimensional Gauss distribution, but had however three planes of

symmetry x0y, y0z, and z0x and three axes of symmetry 0x, 0y and 0z. Because
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Table 1. Specification of formulae on components of electric field intensity and magnetic
field induction at any point of frame 0xyz connected to the bunch of particles and the frame
0x′yz, which was connected to the sample.

Components of electric Components of magnetic

field intensity field induction

Frame Ex 6= 0 Bx = 0

connected Ey 6= 0 By = 0

to the bunch Ez 6= 0 Bz = 0

Frame E′x = Ex B′x = 0

connected E′y = γEy B′y = γ βcEz

to the sample E′z = γEz B′z = −γ βcEy

Fig. 2. Position of characteristic planes, lines and points in vicinity of the bunch of particles
where components of electric and magnetic fields were analyzed; ±xg,±yg,±zg – conven-
tional bunch boundary, a, b – straight lines passing in distance of yp = zp = 0.005 m from
the bunch axis, v – bunch velocity.

of such symmetries, some components of the electric and magnetic fields have in

those points values equal zero. Moreover, the conducted analysis two lines a, b, were

distinguished, parallel to axis 0x (longitudinal to bunch axis) and passing at the

distance of 0.005 m. Those lines were interesting from a practical standpoint of view

because at this distance it was possible to place samples of the size of 1 mm. Moreover,

such sample distance from the bunch axis was suggested in the previous article [4]. It

will be possible thanks to the above suggestion, to conduct an appropriate comparison

and discussion of the results.

In next step of the analysis the discussed earlier symmetries and assumptions are
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considered. It enable to derive formulae to calculation of the electric and magnetic

components at characteristics places. Mentioned places consist of the planes and axis

of the frame connected to the particle bunch and the sample. The derived formulae

are collected in Tables 2 and 3.

Table 2. Specification of formulae on components of electric field intensity at the charac-
teristic places frame 0xyz connected to the particle bunch (all components of magnetic field
induction at this frame of reference were zero).

Next step of the research was based on calculation of the values of components of

the electric field intensity and magnetic field induction at the frame 0x′yz connected

to the sample as dependence from coordinates indicating point of location at this
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Table 3. Specification of formulae on components of electric field intensity and magnetic
field induction at characteristic places of frame 0x′yz connected to the sample.
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Table 4. Specification of parameters of proton bunch in LHC accepted for calculations.

No. Name of parameter Sign Value

1 Number of particles (protons) at bunch n1 1.15 · 1011

2 Size of bunch in 0x axis direction xg 3.775 cm

3 Size of bunch in 0y axis direction yg 16µm

4 Size of bunch in 0z axis direction zg 70.9µm

5 Energy of particles E 7 TeV

6 Velocity of particles v 0.999 999 991 c

7 Energy increase (Lorentz factor) γ 7.46 · 103

frame of reference. For these calculations, the same initial values were accepted as at

the former publication and were supplemented with transversal dimensions of a fo-

cused bunch of protons in the LHC accelerator [11–14] as accessible in literature. The

collected values were presented in Tab. 4. Knowing the bunch dimensions, standard

deviations were calculated σx, σy, σz, which are in a three-axial Gauss distribution,

expressed by formula (1). To do this, following formulae were applied:

xg = ±nσx, (20)

yg = ±nσy, (21)

zg = ±nσz, (22)

where n is a natural number. n = 3 was accepted for the calculations, which allows

to confirm, that volume limited to the size of bunch included 99,7 % its total electric

charge.

Charts received as the result of conducted calculations were shown in Fig. 3–22.

Due to the huge range of change of electric field intensity component values

E′y,E′z, and magnetic field induction B′y,B′z their relevant coordinates y, and z

were divided into two sub ranges for which separate charts were generated. These

included: range of small distances 0–200µm, and medium distances 0–2 mm. More-

over, charts were presented for the whole range of coordinates taken into account as

part of the calculations. Such a presentation allowed for a better preservation of the

linear scale and better illustrates the character of the changes observed.

4. Discussion of the results

The calculations conducted showed that the sample located close to the bunch of

particles which had three-axial Gauss distribution for charge density, will be sub-

jected to pulses of both, magnetic and electric fields. A comparison of the Charts has
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Fig. 3. Dependence of components electric field intensity E′
y, as a function of distance from

the bunch axis measured by y in plane transversal symmetry to the bunch (x′0 = 0) at frame
of reference sample for the whole range of distance 0–25 mm.

Fig. 4. Dependence of components electric field intensity E′
y, as a function of distance from

the bunch axis measured by y in plane transversal symmetry to the bunch (x′0 = 0) at
sample frame of reference for the whole range of distance 0–2 mm.

been presented as Fig. 17 and 18 and in Fig. 9 and 10 as well, allowed to state that,

the duration of field pulses was equal. A similar situation has been observed in case

of bunch of particles having one-dimensional Gauss distribution of charge density, as

considered in the previous paper. Due to the lack of rotational symmetry in the case

of the three-dimensional Gauss distribution for charge density of a particle bunch,

the sample could be subjected to more complex distributions based on a simulta-

neous occurrence of two mutually perpendicular three components of electric field

intensity and two components of magnetic field induction.

The most important conclusion from conducted calculations is based on the fact

that the values of the magnetic field induction and electric field intensity in the

distance from the bunch axis, having practical meaning from the point of view of

placing a sample with macroscopic size of 1 mm, are close to the ones obtained values

as in the previous paper. This indicates the propriety of the conducted calculations
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Fig. 5. Dependence of components electric field intensity E′
y, as a function of distance from

the bunch axis measured by y in plane transversal symmetry to the bunch (x′0 = 0) at
sample frame of reference for the whole range of distance 0–200µm.

Fig. 6. Dependence of components electric field intensity E′
z, as a function of distance from

the bunch axis measured by y in plane transversal symmetry to the bunch (x′0 = 0) at
sample frame of reference for the whole range of distance 0–25 mm.

and usefulness of the bunch model, in both, a one-dimensional and three-dimensional

Gauss distributions. As an example, comparing Fig. 8 in the previous paper [4] and

Fig. 17 included in this paper, it is apparent that maximal values of magnetic field

induction were respectively 57 T and 56 T.

The application of the three-dimensional Gauss distribution for charge density

allowed to show dependence of the electric field intensity and the magnetic field

induction in an area very close to the bunch axis, i.e. inside of the bunch. Because

the bunch did not have any sharply defined boundary the defining of the interior is

purely theoretical in meaning. In case of a one-dimensional Gauss distribution, the

interior of the bunch was not considered, because in accordance with this model of

electric field intensity and magnetic field induction, the values have progressed in the

direction of infinity, which did not of course make any physical sense (see Fig. 5 and
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Fig. 7. Dependence of components of electric field intensity E′
z, as a function of distance

from the bunch axis measured by y in plane transversal symmetry to the bunch (x′0 = 0)
at sample frame of reference for the whole range of distance 0–2 mm.

Fig. 8. Dependence of components electric field intensity E′
z, as a function of distance from

the bunch axis measured by y in plane transversal symmetry to the bunch (x′0 = 0) at
sample frame of reference for the whole range of distance 0–200µm.

Fig. 9. Dependence of components electric field intensity E′
y, as a function of distance x′0

from the transversal plain symmetry for booked distance from the bunch axis yp = 0.005 m
at the sample frame of reference.
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Fig. 10. Dependence of components of electric field intensity E′
z as a function of distance

x′0 from the transversal plain symmetry for established distance from the bunch axis zp =
0.005 m at the sample frame of reference.

Fig. 11. Dependence of components of magnetic field induction B′
y, as a function of distance

from the bunch axis measured with coordinate y in transversal plain of bunch symmetry
(x′0 = 0) at the sample frame of reference for the whole range of distances 0–25 mm.

Fig. 12. Dependence of components of magnetic field induction B′
y, as a function of distance

from the bunch axis measured with coordinate y in transversal plain of bunch symmetry
(x′0 = 0) at the sample frame of reference for the medium range of distances 0–2 mm.
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Fig. 13. Dependence of components of magnetic field induction B′
y, as a function of distance

from the bunch axis measured with coordinate y in transversal plain of bunch symmetry
(x′0 = 0) at the sample frame of reference for the small range of distances 0–200µm.

Fig. 14. Dependence of components magnetic field induction B′
z, as a function of distance

from the bunch axis measured with coordinate y in transversal plain of bunch symmetry
(x′0 = 0) at the sample frame of reference for the whole range of distances 0–25 mm.

Fig. 15. Dependence of components of magnetic field induction B′
z, as a function of distance

from the bunch axis measured with coordinate y in transversal plain of bunch symmetry
(x′0 = 0) at the sample frame of reference for the medium range of distances 0–2 mm.
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Fig. 16. Dependence of components of magnetic field induction B′
z, as a function of distance

from the bunch axis measured with coordinate y in transversal plain of bunch symmetry
(x′0 = 0) at the sample frame of reference for the small range of distances 0–200µm.

Fig. 17. Dependence of component of magnetic field induction B′
y, as a function of distance

x′0 from transversal plain bunch symmetry for booked distance from bunch axis yp = 0.005 m
in the frame of the sample.

Fig. 18. Dependence of component of magnetic field induction B′
z, as a function of distance

x′0 from transversal plain bunch symmetry for booked distance from bunch axis zp = 0.005 m
in the frame of the sample.
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Fig. 19. Dependence of component of electric field intensity E′
x, as a function of coordinate

y in transversal plain bunch symmetry (x′0 = 0) in the frame of the sample.

Fig. 20. Dependence of component of electric field intensity E′
x, as a function of distance x′0

from transversal plain bunch symmetry for booked distance from bunch axis yp = 0.005 m
in the frame of the sample.

Fig. 21. Dependence of component of electric field intensity E′
x, as a function of coordinate

z in transversal plain bunch symmetry (x′0 = 0) in the frame of the sample.
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Fig. 22. Dependence of component of electric field intensity E′
x, as a function of distance x′0

from transversal plain bunch symmetry for booked distance from bunch axis zp = 0.005 m
in the frame of the sample.

6 in paper [4]). In the case of a three-dimensional Gauss distribution, the electric

field intensity and magnetic field induction values inside the bunch, grow from zero

to certain maximal values which were reached close to the theoretical boundary of

the bunch (see Fig. 4, 5 and 7, 8).

If the spatial distribution inside the bunch were homogenous, meaning that the

charge density had a constant value and the bunch were infinitely long, than in

accordance with the Gauss law and Ampere law, the dependence of electric field

intensity and magnetic field induction inside the bunch, would be described by linear

functions. Moreover, a homogenous charge distribution would have a sharp boundary

outside which, the density value would be zero. On this boundary, values of the

electric field intensity and magnetic field induction would reach their maximum after

which the values would decrease in an inversely proportional manner to the distance

from the bunch axis. These maximum values had first type discontinuities, which

meant that the functions describing the dependencies of the electric field intensity

and magnetic field induction could not be differentiable. Because charge density along

the distance from the bunch axis changes in accordance with the Gauss distribution,

then the increases of the electric field intensity and magnetic field induction are of

nonlinear character. Moreover, these dependences did not have sharp boundary and

curved sections describing the electric field intensity or magnetic field induction and

passes smoothly into the section describing decrease of these values.

Interesting was also the fact that values of electric field intensity and magnetic

field induction inside the bunch and close to its theoretical boundaries, reached very

high values. They values are much greater than those found in many physical devices

and phenomena observed on Earth. For instance, in accordance with Fig. 12 and 13

as well as 14 and 16, the magnetic field induction values B′y, B
′
z at the distances 8µm
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from the bunch axis had respective values of 11.5 kT and 14.8 kT, and electric field

intensity E′y, E
′
z achieved suitably 0.58 GV/m and 0.45 GV/m. For comparison, the

magnetic field induction pulses produced by explosive compression of magnetic flux

reach the magnitudes of 800–1000 T, while record values of induction achieved with

this method equaled 2500 T [15, 16]. The highest values for magnetic field induction

occurring in the focus a very strong laser pulse reach 40 kT, while intensity of con-

current electric field achieved values of 1014 V/m [17]. According to the predictions

of the quantum field theory in such strong electric and magnetic fields which exist

close to the bunch boundary, we may expect the occurrence of the Schwinger effect

constituting the creation of pairs composed of a particle and antiparticle, e.g.: an

electron and positron [18]. The probability of the occurrence of such effects might be

subject to separate considerations.

Comparing Fig. 4, 5 with 7, 8 and also 12, 13 with 15, 16, it should be noted that

higher values of electric field intensity components occurred in the direction of 0y

axis than for direction of axis 0z . It is there from concluded that the beam along 0y

direction was better focused than in direction of 0z and is of smaller size along this

direction. Therefore, in accordance with the Gauss law, the appropriate values of

components electric field intensity should be bigger for 0z direction. Because as part

of Lorentz transformation (see formula (18)) the component of electric field intensity

in 0y direction was connected to magnetic field induction in direction of 0z axis (so

called “mixing” of components), larger values of component magnetic field induction

along 0z, axis than in direction of axis 0y can be observed. It should be added that

differences of considered components amount to approximately 22 % and were small

in comparison with an over four-fold larger difference of the bunch size in direction

of 0y and 0z axis (see Tab. 3).
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POLE MAGNETYCZNE WYTWARZANE PRZEZ WIA̧ZKȨ

PROTONÓW O TRÓJWYMIAROWYM ROZK LADZIE GAUSSA

S t r e s z c z e n i e
Artyku l zawiera opis w lasnej metody obliczania natȩżenia pola elektrycznego i indukcji

pola magnetycznego, które sa̧ wytwarzane przez paczki wchodza̧ce w sk lad relatywisty-
cznej wia̧zki protonów. Rozk lad przestrzenny gȩstości  ladunku elektrycznego w tej paczce
opisywany jest trójosiowym rozk ladem Gaussa. Metoda polega na obliczeniu sk ladowych
natȩżenia pola elektrycznego w uk ladzie poruszajacym siȩ wraz z paczka̧, a nastȩpnie za-
stosowaniu transformacji Lorentza dla pola elektromagnetycznego. W wyniku tego otrzy-
muje siȩ wartości sk ladowych natȩżenia pola elektrycznego i indukcji pola magnetycznego
w uk ladzie spoczywajacym, gdzie moga̧ być umieszczane próbki badane w tych polach.
Wyprowadzone przy użyciu tej metody wzory zosta ly zebrane w tabelach i przedysku-
towane. Wzory te zastosowano do obliczeń na przyk ladzie paczek protonów, przyspieszanych
w akceleratorze LHC. Otrzymane wyniki przedstawiono na wykresach i także przedysku-
towano. Użyteczne wartości indukcji pola magnetycznego i natȩżenia pola elektrycznego sa̧
bardzo zbliżone do wartości otrzymanych we wcześniej opublikowanym artykule, w którym
zastosowano jednoosiowy rozk lad Gaussa. Przedstawione w tym artykule wyniki również
potwierdzaja̧ możliwość wykorzystania takich paczek cza̧stek, jako źród la silnych, impul-
sowych pól magnetycznych, użytecznych m.in. do badań w fizyce cia la sta lego, fizyce fazy
skondensowanej i elektronice.

S lowa kluczowe: pole magnetyczne, pole elektryczne, rozk lad przestrzenny, transformacja

Lorentza, wia̧zka protonów, akcelerator


